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Dimensionality in MRIDimensionality in MRI

Joao Joao CarvalhoCarvalho

2D Imaging2D Imaging

•• A thin slice is excitedA thin slice is excited
•• Two spatial dimensions (Two spatial dimensions (x,yx,y) are acquired) are acquired
•• Acquired space: Acquired space: kkxx,k,kyy

brain knee

MultiMulti--slice 2D imagingslice 2D imaging

•• Multiple slices are excitedMultiple slices are excited
•• Two spatial dimensions (Two spatial dimensions (x,yx,y) are ) are 

acquired for each sliceacquired for each slice
•• Acquired space: Acquired space: kkxx,k,kyy,z,z

carotid bifurcation (neck)

MultiMulti--slice 2D imagingslice 2D imaging

•• Other exampleOther example

brain vasculature

3D Imaging3D Imaging

•• A thick slice is excitedA thick slice is excited
•• Three spatial dimensions (Three spatial dimensions (x,y,zx,y,z) are acquired) are acquired
•• Acquired space: Acquired space: kkxx,k,kyy,k,kzz

coronary artery (heart) angiography (legs)

TimeTime--resolved 2Dresolved 2D

•• Thin slice, 2D acquisitionThin slice, 2D acquisition
•• Dimensions: Dimensions: kkxx,k,kyy,t,t
•• Cine x realCine x real--timetime

cardiac (cine)
vocal tract (real-time)
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TimeTime--resolved multiresolved multi--slice 2Dslice 2D

•• Multiple thin slices, 2D acquisitionsMultiple thin slices, 2D acquisitions
•• Cine acquisitionsCine acquisitions
•• Dimensions: Dimensions: kkxx,k,kyy,z,t,z,t

left-ventricle (heart)

TimeTime--resolved 3Dresolved 3D
•• Thick slice, 3D acquisitionsThick slice, 3D acquisitions
•• Cine acquisitionsCine acquisitions
•• Dimensions: Dimensions: kkxx,k,kyy,k,kzz,t,t

myocardial perfusion (heart)

VelocityVelocity--encoded MRI (FVE)encoded MRI (FVE)

•• Thin slice, two spatial dimensions (Thin slice, two spatial dimensions (xx,,yy))
•• Velocity distribution (Velocity distribution (vv))
•• Temporal dimension (Temporal dimension (tt))
•• Acquired data: Acquired data: kkxx,k,kyy,k,kvv,t,t

aortic stenosis (blood flow)

VelocityVelocity--encoded MRIencoded MRI

cardiac blood flow

MultiMulti--slice or 3D FVEslice or 3D FVE

•• MultiMulti--slice FVEslice FVE
–– Multiple thin slices, two spatial dimensions (Multiple thin slices, two spatial dimensions (xx,,yy))
–– Acquired data: Acquired data: kkxx,k,kyy,k,kvv,z,t,z,t

•• 3D FVE3D FVE
–– Thick slice, three spatial dimensions (Thick slice, three spatial dimensions (xx,,y,zy,z))
–– Acquired data: Acquired data: kkxx,k,kyy,k,kzz,k,kvv,t,t

MultiMulti--slice FVEslice FVE

CCA

ECA ICA

carotid blood flow (neck)
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7D Flow7D Flow

•• Thick slice, 3D imaging (Thick slice, 3D imaging (x,y,zx,y,z))
•• Temporally resolvedTemporally resolved
•• 3D velocity encoding (3D velocity encoding (vvxx,v,vyy,v,vzz))

•• Increased dimensionality typically Increased dimensionality typically 
implies longer scan timesimplies longer scan times

•• SNR is typically higher in highSNR is typically higher in high--
dimensional imagingdimensional imaging

•• Higher acceleration factors can be Higher acceleration factors can be 
achievedachieved

Dimensionality factsDimensionality facts

Kozerke MRM 52:19, 2004
Carvalho ISMRM 15:588, 2007
Lustig MRM 58:1182, 2007
Gamper MRM 59:365, 2008

Compressed Sensing in MRICompressed Sensing in MRI
•• The more dimensions, the more sparseThe more dimensions, the more sparse
•• Readout direction (Readout direction (xx) not ) not undersampledundersampled
•• 2D images2D images

–– Perturbed spirals, 2D wavelet transform along x,Perturbed spirals, 2D wavelet transform along x,yy11

–– VariableVariable--density spirals, 2D total variationdensity spirals, 2D total variation22

•• MultiMulti--slice or 3DFTslice or 3DFT33

–– 2D wavelet transform along 2D wavelet transform along yy,,zz
•• TimeTime--resolved 2Dresolved 2D4,54,5

–– Fourier transform along Fourier transform along tt
•• VelocityVelocity--encoded (FVE)encoded (FVE)55

–– Fourier transform along Fourier transform along tt [1] Lustig ISMRM 13:685,2005
[2] Kim ISMRM 16:422, 2008
[3] Lustig MRM 58:1182, 2007
[4] Lustig ISMRM 14:2420,2006
[5] Gamper MRM 59:365, 2008

CSCS--MRI: never demonstratedMRI: never demonstrated

•• TimeTime--resolved multiresolved multi--slice or 3D (slice or 3D (x,x,y,z,ty,z,t))
•• StackStack--ofof--spirals 3D (spirals 3D (x,y,zx,y,z))
•• TimeTime--resolved stackresolved stack--ofof--spirals (spirals (x,y,z,tx,y,z,t))
•• MultiMulti--slice or 3D FVE (slice or 3D FVE (x,x,y,z,v,ty,z,v,t))
•• Spiral FVE (Spiral FVE (x,y,v,tx,y,v,t))
•• MultiMulti--slice or 3D spiral FVE (slice or 3D spiral FVE (x,y,z,v,tx,y,z,v,t))

CSCS--MRI: reconstruction timeMRI: reconstruction time

•• Highest dimensional CS demonstrated:Highest dimensional CS demonstrated:
–– VelocityVelocity--encoded (FVE): encoded (FVE): x,x,y,v,ty,v,t

•• NonNon--Cartesian FT is slowCartesian FT is slow
–– StackStack--ofof--spiralsspirals
–– Spiral FVESpiral FVE

•• Cartesian is faster (FFT)Cartesian is faster (FFT)
–– TimeTime--resolved multiresolved multi--slice or 3D (slice or 3D (x,x,y,z,ty,z,t))
–– MultiMulti--slice or 3D FVE (slice or 3D FVE (x,x,y,z,v,ty,z,v,t))

Gamper MRM 59:365, 2008
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The EndThe EndThe End
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